Information Technology Solutions

Gemini Surf Clamp
Features & Benefits:
•

Based on the Duo twin wire mesh system to
provide high visibility, strength and rigidity

Applications:

•

Supplied with an attractive surf style feature
topping

•

Attractive and aesthetically pleasing mesh
system

•

The Gemini range is ideal as a feature fence
to enhance aesthetics

Drawings:

•

Soft ornate fencing without harsh edges

•

Supplied with anti-tamper fixings

•

Available with optional ball finials

•

Available either bolt down, in ground or on
wall

Download our drawings direct
from our website:

www.zaun.co.uk/aboutus/downloads/drawings/

Description:
Possibly the most attractive fencing system on the market, Gemini Surf features a curvaceous style which has the
ability to break up rigid fence lines. Gemini Surf is perfect for areas that are aesthetically sensitive or which are on
show to the public or customers.

Based on the twin wire Duo system, Gemini Surf uses twin horizontal wires to sandwich the vertical wires. Anti-tamper
fixings and ball finials combine to make this system both attractive and secure. Due to its strength and great looks,
Gemini Surf fencing is ideal for housing projects, schools and prestige projects where the fence needs to be a feature
as well as a boundary.

Gemini Surf can be supplied in heights of up to 6 metres, measured at post height, so the panels may exceed that
height at the centre of the panel. Gemini Surf is the latest development in the Gemini range. It has been designed to
better accommodate changes in ground level while retaining the effect of the wave. This has been achieved by
designing a fence panel in which the top and bottom of the waves are less pronounced.
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Details:
Minimum height of 830mm to maximum height of 6.0 metres – Gemini Surf Perimeter Fencing
Mesh:
Duo6 mesh comprising 200mm x 50mm mesh with single 6mm wires, vertical wires are at 50mm centres, dual 6mm
horizontal wires at 200mm centres.
Posts:
Various RHS posts sizes dependent on height (see chart below for details), spaced at either 2525mm centres

Technical Support
Should you require any help or

Post to panel fixing:
Panels fixed to posts with full height 40mm x 5mm clamp bar with bolt fixings at 400mm centres. The full height clamp

assistance in your requirement

bars create a flush safe finish with the mesh ends behind the clamp bar.

please contact
sales@zaun.co.uk or

Gates:
Pedestrian gates are single leaf 1.2m wide, (or width to suit), framed in a 50mm x 50mm RHS with Zaun Duo8 mesh

call +44 (0)1902 796 699

Turnke y Solutions

welded inside the frame, with slide latch. Gate supplied with rubber bump stop and 2 x suitable gate posts.

Vehicle access gates are double leaf (single leaf vehicle gates available) 3.0m wide (or width to suit), framed in 50mm
x 50mm RHS, with Zaun Duo8 mesh welded inside the frame, with drop bolts and slide latch. Gate supplied with

Zaun can provide you with

rubber bump stop and 2 x suitable gate posts.

solutions to suit all of you sport
and perimeter protection

Finish:
Materials are galvanised and Polyester Powder coated.

requirements, whether you need
to protect a school playground or
a military base, Zaun has the

Drawings:
www.zaun.co.uk/about-us/downloads/drawings/

solutions for you. From perimeter
and sports fencing to CCTV and

Specifications:

access control, Zaun can provide
solutions to your specific
requirements.

For more information on any of
our products or services please
visit our website at:
www.zaun.co.uk
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Height

Post Centres

Vertical Wires

Horizontal
Wires

Mesh Pattern

Post Section

830mm to 2.23
mtr

2.525 mtr

6mm

6mm

200mm x 50mm

60mm x 40mm

2.43 mtr to 3.68
mtr

2.525 mtr

6mm

6mm

200mm x 50mm

80mm x 40mm

3.88 mtr to 4.48
mtr

2.525 mtr

6mm

6mm

200mm x 50mm

100mm x 50mm

5.00 mtr to 6.00
mtr

2.525 mtr

6mm

6mm

200mm x 50mm

120mm x 60mm
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